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Pastoral Letter 

This summer 2018 edition of our magazine is aimed to coincide with our 

Annual General Meeting which is scheduled for June 24.  Hull Unitarians 

are looking forward with optimism which is based on the growth and 

consolidation of our meditation group and the success of our recent 

outings.  We report on our meditation group and on our latest outing in this 

edition and look forward to further outings in summer and autumn.  For our 

outings we do need your RSVP well in advance and where appropriate 

your advance payments as well.  

Our AGM will elect new trustees for the next two years.  Half our trustees 

retire each year and are eligible for reappointment for a further two-year 

term.  Our trustees are the people who have the legal responsibility for the 

governance of our church and for the supervision of our staff including 

myself as Minister.  They are vital to our future and we are fortunate to 

have people who are supportive and thoughtful.  Mavis Lake and Chris Carr 

are part way through their terms as Chair and Treasurer respectively.  John 

Williams has been the trustee secretary and has taken an active role in 

plans for the future of our church.  He has nominated to serve again.  Tim 

Fountain has been our safeguarding officer and Sheena McKinnon has 

been our co-opted external Unitarian representative as provided for in our 

constitution.  Both have made thoughtful contributions to the deliberations 

of the committee.  Their service has been valuable.  

Plans to renovate our building will occupy some of my time in the coming 
months but I hope to maintain my level of pastoral care for members and 
friends of our church.  I welcome your calls and discussions on all matters 
that may be of concern and I will endeavour to support you through any 
times of difficulty.  However, I am not a mind reader and therefore I ask that 
you call me when events arise where I may be able to help.  A few people 
seem to feel that their problems are too insignificant to bother their Minister.  
That is not the case and it is part of my job to be here for you and to listen.  
When I can I will offer a helping hand.  So, if you want to share concerns, 
you know what to do.  I can only support you if I know when you are in 
need.  

                                             Blessings 

                          Ralph 



Our Spring Outing 

There was a little bit of last minute re-organisation after 

our numbers doubled.  Eventually we had eighteen join 

us at Bempton Cliffs for a windy but enjoyable day.  The 

staff at RSBP Bempton Cliffs were very helpful providing 

a motorised wheel chair and a push chair.  These made 

life much easier for a couple of our less mobile members.  

Carol Winn and Mavis Lake helped prepare the packed 

lunch which we enjoyed despite the windy conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some of our number braved the breeze to see the 

fledglings first hand while others enjoyed the video 

performances in the centre.  The remarkable capacity for 

the birds to nest on narrow ledges always causes 

amazement and a little concern for the fledglings. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our bus driver from Acklams coaches was both an 

excellent driver and very obliging and helpful with our 

participants.   We also thank our intrepid photographer, 

Paul Taylor, for supplying the images published with this 

report.  

 

 



                                A. H. LEWIS 

                  Hull Unitarians Minister, 1923-43 

The Revd Arnold Heynes Lewis was the Minister of Hull Unitarians 

for twenty years.  A year ago his grandson, Roger Lewis, and some 

family members visited the church to see where the Revd Lewis 

had practiced for the bulk of his Unitarian Ministry.  The building in 

which he served is long gone but there are still records of his time 

with us and a wonderful letter has surfaced which accompanies 

this article.  

The Revd Lewis had commenced as a Baptist Minister at Long 

Buckley on May 27 1910, an event that was celebrated by 150 

guests.  However just 3 ½ years later on 7 November 1913 the 

Northampton Mercury published a report that Revd Lewis had 

resigned to join the Unitarians.  It could not have been an easy 

decision because the Mercury reported that his father was a 

leading Baptist Minister.  The paper printed an address that the 

Revd Lewis gave to his church in which he indicated that he had 

come to his decision after careful thought, reflection and prayer.  

His complaint was with what he saw as the rigidities of the 

theological position of the Baptist communion which he felt could 

not embrace a ‘liberal Christian’ such as himself.  He assured all 

that his decision was not a reflection on the members of his church 

whom he thanked for the welcome they had extended to him.  

The views of this progressive thinker were captured with modest 
but elegant thoughtfulness in a letter he wrote as the Minister of 
Hull Unitarians to the young adult daughter of one of the members 
of his congregation.  She had encountered some hostility toward 
her Unitarian views on entering college and mixing with somewhat 
forceful Anglican women.  His letter is published in this issue and 
shows clearly his views on faith, as well as his care for a member 
of his congregation.  I suspect that he was well aware of the 
criticisms that a liberal minded person could encounter from his 
own experience in Ministry.  I feel that the letter stands as an 
eloquent expression of faith, even after some seventy years.   



 

Revd Arnold Heynes 

Lewis 

Roger Lewis and 
Revd Dr Ralph Catts  



January 27th, 1942                                      EAGLE HOUSE 

KIRKELLA 

NR. HULL 

 

Dear Mary, 

        I am very glad you wrote to me, and I must answer your 
letter at once, although a complete answer would mean 
volumes – not simply a single letter.  But unfortunately I have 
no suitable tracts and leaflets here, so must do the best I can 
out of my own head. 

        First, let me say that I am very glad that you are joining in 
the religious meetings and discussions of your fellow-students; 
I hope it will do them and you good. We can’t have too much 
fraternising across fences: the fences have always been too 
high and too forbidding. You seem to be in rather a minority, 
being the only Unitarian among a group of Anglicans; but I 
hope you won’t let that discourage you: an opinion is no truer 
because ten people hold it; and there is always a time at the 
birth of a new opinion when only one person holds it. You 
can’t decide what is true by a count of heads. There is no harm 
in your learning all you can about orthodox churches, and I 
hope the others will be no worse for knowing you as an 
unorthodox person (as they will think you). 

        Of course we don’t find the idea of ‘orthodoxy’ very 
impressive or useful. It is intended to suggest that one group 
of opinions can be taken as absolutely and finally true, and so 
must be accepted without question. This idea is particularly 
applied to the group of beliefs set forth in the three creeds 
(Apostles’, Nicene, and Athanasian) which come from different 
times between the Third and Fifth centuries A.D. 

 



Unhappily the church leaders of those times, taking their cue 
from the Roman Empire, got the impression that the Church 
could only be strong and united if all Christians were alike in 
their opinions; so to secure agreement, the creeds were made 
a condition of Baptism and of membership of the Church. But 
to do this successfully, they had to tell the world that the 
creeds are the final and unalterable truth, - (quod semper, et 
ubique, et ab omnibus: what had been held always, 
everywhere and by everybody).  Of course, it was not true that 
everybody had believed them, because they were continually 
excommunicating and persecuting heretics (= people who 
thought for themselves). 

        The Early Church were mistaken, I think, in two important 
respects (1) they thought that people could not be united in 
religion unless they all held the same beliefs, and (2) that their 
beliefs were so well founded that they would never need to be 
altered or corrected. So it was assumed that unless one 
accepted the creeds one could not please God; that it was 
wicked to question their truth; that people who did question 
them should be excommunicated, and that God would 
condemn them to everlasting punishment. Also the creeds 
were made a rallying-point, so that missionaries could say, All 
Christians are agreed on these things, and if you don’t believe 
them too you cannot have Eternal Life. But there were always 
some good people who could not honestly agree; and they 
were often treated very harshly by ‘orthodox’ folk. 

         The central compulsory belief was that Jesus was God, 
and thus was not only better than ordinary men but different 
in kind and in nature from them. After the third century this 
was expanded into a fully-developed Trinitarian belief, - viz. 
that God was Three Person but One Substance; that the 
Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit comprise God between 
them, that they were individually distinct, and yet One.  



 If you can’t understand how that could be, a great many other 
people have the same difficulty. People were expected to 
profess belief in it without understanding it.   

Of course, there is nothing about this in the New Testament 
except one corrupt passage in the 1st. epistle of John and the 5th. 
Chapter, - that is a passage that was inserted late, and is not in 
the early manuscripts, so that it has been quite properly deleted 
from the Revised Version. So Trinitarian belief is not New 
Testament belief, and there is nothing in the teaching of Jesus at 
all like it. 

           A Unitarian is often described as a person who denies the 
doctrine of the Trinity, or of the Deity of Christ. But this does 
not fairly describe a present day Unitarian, who is not troubled 
about one particular belief, but objects to the whole system of 
making particular opinions compulsory, calling them ‘orthodox’ 
and viewing them with a peculiar sanctity as though they were 
above criticism. We do not think that anyone should be 
regarded as inferior or irreligious simply because honestly he 
can’t believe what someone else believes. He considers that his 
beliefs are a matter between him and his conscience and that 
no one has the right to condemn him for them. So we Unitarians 
belong to a Church which allows us honestly to hold our own 
opinions, and to be free from pestering or heresy-hunting on 
their account. 

           I know, of course, that lots of Anglicans and others hold 
their doctrines rather loosely: they feel themselves at liberty to 
put their own interpretation on them, or to believe them in a 
private sense. This is really contrary to the teaching of their 
Church which holds that it is of extreme importance to be 
orthodox. But we (Unitarians) are in quite a different position, 
because we have a Church which encourages us to think for  



ourselves, and does not urge us to believe anything on 
authority, but only to profess what we sincerely hold for our 
own good reasons.  You know, Mary, from your experience at 
Park Street, that a truly Christian fellowship can exist without 
any attempt to make all the members think alike, and with 
every encouragement to them to think for themselves. I am 
sure that Park Street would be no better and no happier  if the 
Parson started telling the people that they must believe this or 
that, and would be wicked and sinful if they didn’t! Nobody who 
has enjoyed the freedom of one of our Churches would like to 
begin to believe things because someone else told them that 
they must, and that if they didn’t their soul’s welfare would be 
imperilled. 

            I am afraid you will think this a long and rather hard 
treatise; but I am treating you as seriously as your question 
deserves, and I hope that it will give you some assistance. If 
there is anything else that I can do, I shall be only too glad to 
try. 

            I told someone a little while ago that Unitarianism is the 
religion of grown-up people, who think that they have a right, 
and a duty, to hold their own opinions. 

            We haven’t had another meeting of the Institute here 
since the one that you attended last; but we may have one 
during the present moonlight, although like you we have had 
severe wintry weather. 

             Best wishes for your work, and for yourself,  

                                             Yours very sincerely, 

 

                                                          Arnold H. Lewis. 



Hull commemorates ANZAC Day 

Hull Unitarians again organised and lead the city of Hull in 

the commemoration of ANZAC Day on April 25 2018.  The 

term ANZAC stands for Australian and New Zealand Army 

Corp and was the designation under which the volunteer 

armies from the two fledgling nations joined the Great War. 

The date commemorates a disastrous landing at Gallipoli 

in the Dardanelles on April 25 1915 which resulted in 

heavy casualties for both the Turkish and the allied forces.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Lord Lieutenant, Hon. Mrs. Susan Cunliffe-Lister, 

representing the East Riding and the Lord Mayor, 

Councillor John Hewitt, each laid a wreath. The photo 

above shows the Lord Lieutenant and the Lord Mayor in 

the company of Squadron leader Ben George representing 

the Australian High Commission and the Revd Dr Ralph 

Catts.  

The call to commemoration was in the form of a poem by 
Mr Terry Ireland, from the Hull Veterans Support Centre, 
which was read by Ralph Catts. The poem is published in 
this magazine with the permission of the author.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The photo shows Mr Steve Kingdom representing the Hull 
Veterans Support Centre, John Williams who represented 
the NZ High Commission, and fellow church trustee Chris 

Carr who laid a wreath on behalf of Hull Unitarians, and 
Mrs Barbara George, Deputy Museum Director of the Allied 
Air Forces Memorial and Yorkshire Air Museum.  

A feature of the event was the attendance of students from 

the Military Academy from Wenlock Barracks who 

displayed a banner so that passers by were aware of the 

significance of the event. When Ralph Catts visited the 

barracks the subsequent week to thank those who took 

part, they were discussing the rations to take on an 

arduous three peaks exercise and the ANZAC biscuits 

which he brought for the students and staff were noted as 

an example of high energy and protein foods suitable for 

such a venture.  

Some local residents with links to Australia and New 
Zealand attended the service, including one who travelled 
from Leeds especially for the day. As in previous years, 
ANZAC biscuits, made by Sue Catts, were much 
appreciated by all after the service.  



 
Gallipoli, A Poem Of WW1  

To mark ANZAC Day, 25th April 2018 
 
 
Let’s have at Johnny Turk 
Winston Churchill said,  
We’ll secure the Dardanelles, 
Keep our Russian trade fed. 
His words so casually uttered  
May have had to be eaten 
Johnny Turk was well Generalled 
And not so easily beaten. 
 
The naval campaign to start 
Was, at a price, repelled, 
The following land invasion 
Was resisted and held. 
After eight cruel months 
Our forces were withdrawn 
Half a million dead and wounded 
Left for both sides to mourn. 
 
They came from India, New Zealand,  
Australia, Canada, Europe as well 
Only to leave their bones 
In Gallipoli’s Hell. 
And so it ended, 
A campaign of disaster 
With massive repercussion  
Felt for so long after. 

 



 

Constantinople never taken, 
The Ottoman Empire in shreds, 
Turkey arisen from the ashes which 
Gallipoli General Ataturk led. 
Words attributed to Ataturk 
On a plaque overlooking the Bay 
Honouring the dead of all Nations 
Still stands to this very day. 
 
Eighty-one cemeteries and memorials 
Now overlook that battle’s scene 
The only mute and grim reminder 
That a disastrous campaign had been. 
And so we parade each year 
To respect and honour the memories, 
Of those that survived and those 
Resting in foreign cemeteries. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
© 2018 Terry Ireland. Published with permission of author. 



Meditation for children 
By Revd Dr Ralph Catts 

The role of parents is essentially to nurture (Simon 1993, p. 15) and 
family continues to be a primary source of values and beliefs 
throughout life. Children start to differentiate self and other in the 
years of what Fowler described as intuitive faith (Fowler, 1995, pp. 
122 - 134). He argues that periods of development where the church 
as well as the school may play a significant role include childhood (7 – 
12) and early adolescence (13 - 16). 

It has been long argued that a connection should be made between 
daily family life and spiritual awareness (Luther, M. (1526), Manwell & 
Fahs, 1950, p. 1). However, social and economic changes over the past 
several generations mean that most children now have less time with 
one or both parents due to the need for people to work, and also due 
to the change in family structures (Bronfenbrenner, 2001, p. 6969). In 
this context the role of significant individuals and institutions are 
important to reinforce and support the primary role of parents. 
‘Attention needs to be given to the child and assistance provided to 
the (single) parent’ (Bronfenbrenner, 2001, p. 6971). A church 
congregation and church leaders can provide this stable endorsement 
and support for children by allowing them to be heard as well as seen, 
and by providing church activities that are inclusive of children and 
their parents.  

Steiner emphasised that we cannot and should not isolate young 
people from the world and that they will inevitably receive some 
messages from trusted others that are rigid and prescriptive.  Steiner 
(1919, 151) argued that the only way to proceed is to rely on 
‘proximal processes’ to overwhelm the negative messages. This 
means that parents need to limit the exposure of their children to 
negative messages, and that church communities need to maximise 
the opportunities for positive open experiences by fostering 
imagination and a sense of awe.  Haynes (2013 p11) described 
childhood as ‘an elusive condition of psychological immediacy’ which 
is similar to what adults sometimes experience in encounters with 
aesthetic stimuli (e.g. theatre, art) or during intimacy.  



Hence children are less likely to take a detached view of their 
immediate surroundings and will react with either engagement or 
flight depending on the situation.  

Strategies for engaging students with their imagination include 
making music, (Adams 2008, pp.217 – 218); the use of picture books 
(Simon, 1993, p. 46); and storytelling (Simon,1993, pp. 57 - 69), which 
should all be done without drawing conclusions, in order to keep the 
outcomes open-ended. This avoids an imposed closed understanding 
(Nye 2009, p. 34). This approach is consistent with the arguments of 
Steiner about allowing children the scope for their spiritual 
development to move through stages of growth. Nye argued that 
children can falter in their faith if they find rigid views of spirituality 
that are in conflict with their maturing sense of rational thought. 
While these practices may appear obvious, how we implement them 
is all important. Other strategies include activities such as pressing 
flowers, creating murals, and learning songs all of which allow for 
creative and imaginative experiences without reliance on words. 

Another strategy that may not be as familiar is the practice of 
meditation with children. Simon (1993, p. 13) argues for teaching 
children to meditate claiming that ‘Everyone, especially every child, 
has an innate aptitude for contemplation’ (Scheihing & Savary, 1981, 
p. 22; cited by Simon, 1993, p. 14). According to Simon (1993, p. 25) 
the time to commence communicating with a child through 
meditation is during pregnancy. A deep meditative state involves 
changes in metabolism and in neurological functioning and there is 
every reason to expect that these sensations will be transmitted to an 
embryo. Dooley (2009 pp. 38 - 51) reports that research confirms 
there are changes in both brain activity and the distribution of blood 
flow during meditation. Simon (1993, p. 30) further suggests that if 
the routine of meditation is a daily ritual in the home, a child will 
come to know this as the norm and hence it is likely that even as a 
toddler they will accept this as an aspect of their daily life, because 
children adapt to the norms of their environment.  

Nye (2009, p.35) argued that helping children to live mindfully in 
everyday activities is the best way to develop spiritual awareness  



within the context of living with the ambiguity of being both spiritual 
(inner knowledge) and rational (empirical knowledge). The key as 
with all aspects of child development is routine, so meditation might 
for example be part of the bed time ritual.  

The realisation that children are capable of adopting meditative 
techniques and that this may be beneficial to them has become so 
wide spread that it is now the subject of media reports (Lancaster, 
2011). The benefits are also recognised in the treatment of physical 
illnesses (Newberg, Alavi, Baimel, Pourdehnad, Santanna, & d'Aquili, 
2001), by psychiatrists (Sperduti, Martinelli, & Piolino, 2012) and by 
those concerned with a reduction in disruptive child behaviour.  
Burke (2010, 142) claimed that there is substantial evidence of the 
benefits of ‘mindfulness meditation practices, with children and 
adolescents … across a range of problems and populations’. Fisher 
(2006, 146) argued that ‘there are strong pedagogical reasons for 
including meditation as part of the daily experience of pupils of all 
ages and abilities’. Wide spread support for meditation should 
encourage parents to adopt the practice but if parents look only to 
the medical, educational and psychological benefits, they may lose 
sight of the spiritual dimension. These concerns add to the 
imperative that in ministry we encourage and teach young people to 
gain the spiritual benefits from meditation. 

For those who want our children to develop a capacity to be attuned 
to the inner self and to the awe of the unknowable divinity, the 
imitation of meditative practice must be balanced with maintaining 
openness to new encounters so that spiritual growth will not be 
constrained nor spiritual belief codified into a creed of externally 
imposed beliefs. 
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GA 2018 

GA 2018 was held at the lovely De Vere Staverton 
Estate in Northamptonshire. Wonderful food, service 
and facilities, as well as meeting and conference 
spaces. There was also free coffee on tap all day! On 
the downside the location was isolated and the rooms 
quite scattered across the hotel. 
As usual, despite my best effort, 
chats and networking went long 
into the night so all this in mind 
I didn’t keep to my proposed 
bedtimes, diet or exercise 
routine!  

Some motions were discussed, 
dissected and decisions made. 
I’m giving a brief breakdown of 
these here: 

 Conference will now be two nights instead of three 
(there is a contingency to change back if doesn’t work.) 
Streamlining business and tightening up sessions is 
good. Because of trains and then needing to get a 
shuttle bus I missed the John Relly Baird Lecture which 
will now be in the evening. However, we lose a lot in 
terms of fun, meeting people and networking. Also, the 
dates for next year don’t support using less annual 
leave days which for me is what seemed to sway the 
vote. Maybe we can do more with less and it is tiring 
for some people. But will more be encouraged to come  

Selection of desserts for one 



 

or will some not now because they feel not worth it. 

A Nuclear Free world motion was almost 
unanimously passed. To possess weapons like these 
is seen as morally and spiritually repugnant and the 
Unitarians along with the Quakers and others will 
pressure the government to end our wasteful 
spending and hoarding of such leviathans.  

Smaller congregations can send delegates with 8 
members instead of 12 as some churches have very 
dynamic but low membership and it was felt unfair 
they were not represented.  

Worship and inclusion at GA was discussed in a 
motion looking at the various options This included 
the possibility of rural communities to get together 
virtually and also have voting rights at GA even if 
they can’t attend, using technology to take part in 
debates. It was slightly muddled as it combined the 
request that the voice of more young people was 
heard.  

The chair waived usual form and allowed two young 
people to speak, one was only 15 and spoke both 
passionately and eloquently. The motions is going to 
be refined and brought back to next year’s meeting. 
Hearing the enthusiasm of the none voting young 
people in the room for some change and progression 
I’m really very passionate about their cause.  



 

 

 

Austerity & the burden faced by women was brought by 
the Unitarian Women’s movement. There was some 
consternation it excluded men, yet the motion talked 
about everyone affected but highlighted the imbalance.  

Facts are the burden has dropped on women. For 
example, by the nature of things, the majority of one 
parent families are women and the majority of those 
staying at home to look after children Sadly, some 
individuals felt the need to bander around statistics, 
which didn’t matter, the emphasis is the same whatever 
set of figures you use. Ralph spoke very passionately in 
favour of the subject citing real examples. Motion 
substantially carried.  

Joan Cook was installed as GA President for 2018-19, 
taking over from Charles van den Broeder. Her acceptance 
speech was warm, with good humour and very honest 
about both her background and the journey she had from 
being a member in Scotland all the way up to her current 
position. I’m sure we all wish her well.  

Rev Dr Ann Peart ac-

cepting honorary life 

membership 



Overall it was another great time together. Some very 
interesting workshops, stalls, meetings and talks. Paul 
Rasor enlightened us greatly speaking on “Faith Without 
Certainty: Liberal Theology in the 21st Century.” The book 
is worth a read for sure as are others - for example 
“Stirrings,” a collection of reflections and meditations 
from present and ex-students of Unitarian College 
Manchester. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr Paul Rasor speaking  

New members on the 

roll of ministers:  

Rev Dr Andy Phillips 

(Sheffield Upper 

Chapel),  

Rev Bob Janis-Dillon 

(Warrington, Bryn & 

Chester),  

Rev Lewis Connolly 

(Ipswich)  



 

I was initiator and one of the organisers for a full 
newcomer’s welcome on the first evening. There was 
an influx of newcomers thanks to the subsidy 
initiatives from head office.  So whilst it may have 
been the free wine that drew them in, it was 
extremely well attended with about 50 people there.  I 
need to thank Derek McCauley, Andrew Mason, The 
Executive Committee and meetings pastoral team for 
all their help and support.  

 

Back to the Hilton 
Metropole 
Birmingham NEC 
next year for more 
fun and frolics.  I’d 
encourage anyone 
to try and attend 
next year if they 
can. 

 

 

Chris Carr    


